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The Krnig-Egervkry theorem, which asserts that the maximum size of a partial matching in a 
relation equals the minimum size of a separating set, is proved using Jacobrs identity relating 
complementary minors in a matrix and its adjugate. 
1. The h'ee matrix o! a relation 
Let R be a relation between the finite sets S and T. The free matrix ot of the 
relation R is the matrix with rows indexed by S and columns indexed by T whose 
entries are given by 
f 
= ~Xab if a is related to b, 
Otab 
Lo otherwise, 
where Xob is an indeterminate. Thus, the non-zero entries, {X~,: a is related to 
b}, form an algebraically independent set. Let ~x(M[N) denote the matrix ot 
restricted to the rows M and columns N. The free matrix has the important 
property:  if IMI = INI, then a(M[N)  is non-singular if and only if there is a 
(perfect) matching between M and N. This fact, which is the only property of the 
free matrix we will use in this paper, allows us to apply ideas from linear algebra 
to matching theory. 
In this paper, we shall use a linear algebraic fact derived from Jacobrs  identity 
to give a new proof  of the K~Snig-Egerv~iry theorem. In terms of the free matrix, 
this theorem states 
Theorem 1 (K6nig-Egervfiry). The rank of the free matrix of a relation equals the 
minimum size of a separating set of lines. 
Here, a line is a row or a column of a, and a separating set of lines is a set of 
lines such that every non-zero entry of a is contained in a line in the separating 
set. 
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2. Jacobi's identity 
Let -tr be a square matrix of size n with rows and columns indexed by the same 
set L The adjugate ~r # is the matr ix of size n with rows and columns indexed by I 
whose entries are given by 
('rr#)ii = ( -1 )  '÷i det -rr(I\{i} [ I \{ j}) .  
Theorem 2 (Jacobi). Let M and N be subsets of I of size r. Then, 
det 7r~(M [ N)  = (det -rr) r-1 det "tr(MC [ NO), 
where M ~ and N c are the complements of M and N in L 
Proofs of this classical theorem may be found in [1] or [2, p. 166]. 
We shall not use the full strength of Jacobi 's  identity. The following weaker  
version is sufficient for our  purpose. 
Corol lary 1. Let "tr be a non-singular matrix with rows and columns indexed by the 
set I. I[ M, N c_ I and IM] = IN[, then "rr(M I N) is non-singular if and only if 
"tr#(MC I N ~) is non-singular. 
Another  result we will use is 
Lemma 1. Let 7r be a square matrix of size n containing a submatrix ~(M [ N) all 
of whose entries are zero. If  ]M[ + IN I > n, 1r is singular. 
Proof .  Since IMI + IN[ > n, every product in the summat ion 
det 1r = ~ sgn(o-)al~o)a2~(2) • • • a~( , )  
contains an entry a~ i with i ~ M and j ~ N. We conclude that det 1r = 0. [ ]  
3. The proof 
Let a be the free matrix of a relation R between the finite sets S and T and let 
k be the rank of or. Label  S with {1, 2 , . . . ,  ISI} and T with {1, 2 , . . . ,  [TI} so that 
the submatr ix ~" = a({1 . . . . .  k} I {1 . . . . .  k}) is non-singular. As a has rank k, the 
submatr ix a({k + 1 . . . . .  ISI} I{k + 1 . . . . .  ITI}) is identically zero. 
Def ine M and N by 
M={i :  l<~i<~k and there exists q: k+l~q<~[T I ,  o%~O}, 
N={j :  l~<j~<k and there exists p: k+l~p~<lS l ,%i~-0} .  
Lemma 2. All the entries of ~r#(M [N) are zero. 
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Proof. Suppose 7r~-fi 0 where i e M and ] ~ N. Let p and q be indices such that 
aiq:P 0 and ctpi~ 0. By Corollary 1, ~-({i}¢[{j} ¢) is non-singular. The matching 
between {1 . . . . .  k}\{i} and {1 . . . . .  k}\{j} can be extended to a matching of size 
k + 1 between {1 . . . .  , k, p} and {1 . . . . .  k, q} by adjoining the non-zero entries ot~ 
and apt. This contradicts the assumption that rank a = k. []  
Lemma 3. IMI + INI ~ k. 
Proof. If IMI+[NI>k, then by Lemma 1, 7r #, and hence ~r is singular, a 
contradiction. []  
Lemma 4. Rank a ({1 . . . . .  k} \ M I {i . . . . .  k} \ N) ~< k - (IMI + IND. 
ProoL Suppose not. Then there exists U_  {1 . . . . .  k}\M, V ~ {1 . . . . .  k}\N such 
that I u l= lv I  -- k-(IMI+INI)+I and -tr(U[ V) is non-singular. By Corollary 1, 
"rr#(UC [ V c) is a non-singular matrix of size [MI+INI -1 .  But -n-#(U cIV c) con- 
tains the identically zero submatrix 1r#(M [ N). Since IMI + INI > IMI + INI -  1, we 
conclude, by Lemma 1, that 7r#(U¢l V ~) is singular. This is a contradiction. []  
The K6nig-Egerv~ry theorem now follows from Lemmas 3, 4, and induction. 
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